SKINS GAME
RESULTS

REGULAR SKINS POOL: $320.00
$300.00 PLUS any unclaimed money from the Carry-Over Pool.
The money in this pool will be split with all skin winners equally.

ANDREW POTTER BIRDIE HOLE #3 $106.00
NATE LEBLANC BIRDIE HOLE #16 $106.00
ALAN WEVER BIRDIE HOLE #17 $106.00

CARRY-OVER SKINS POOL: $360.00
Each hole is worth $20, with carry-overs.
Any unclaimed money will be put into the Regular Skins Pool!!

ANDREW POTTER BIRDIE HOLE #3 Holes 1-3 $60.00
NATE LEBLANC BIRDIE HOLE #16 Holes 4-16 $260.00
ALAN WEVER BIRDIE HOLE #17 Hole 17 $20.00

**Hole #18 had $20 unclaimed….put into Regular Skins Pool!

HOGAN SKINS POOL: $340.00

ANDREW POTTER BIRDIE HOLE #3 $113.00
NATE LEBLANC BIRDIE HOLE #16 $113.00
ALAN WEVER BIRDIE HOLE #17 $113.00

“Optional” SKINS POOL:

RYAN CANCINO BIRDIE HOLE #2 $55.00
NATE LEBLANC BIRDIE HOLE #10 $55.00
CHARLIE MAIZEL BIRDIE HOLE #11 $55.00
NATE LEBLANC BIRDIE HOLE #16 $55.00

“Optional” PAR 3 CHALLENGE POOL:

1st Place: -1 KEITH BENNETT $73.00
{TIE}: -1 RYAN CANCINO $73.00
{TIE}: -1 CHARLIE MAIZEL $73.00